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1 Introduction 
Grounded Design is a particular design research approach applied in case studies. The approach aims 

to investigate social practices with the purpose of identifying and unveiling problematic aspects of 

that practice. The investigation is not autotelic but targeted to inform the design of IT artifacts which 

are expected to mitigate the identified problems by providing features to enable practitioners to 

originate changed or new practices. Due to the explicit aspiration to develop context-specific artifacts 

to enable users of such artifacts to develop their practices further, the Grounded Design approach 

concludes such endeavours as “Design Case Studies” (Wulf et al., 2011 and 2015). In research 

contexts, Design Case Studies are conducted by applying established research methods such as 

ethnographic field studies, participatory design and action research. However, conducting Design 

Case Studies generates situated knowledge and often situated technical solutions. As a research 

approach, Grounded Design claims to contribute to scientific knowledge by creating a collection of 

documented cases which is accessible for a further comprehensive and overarching analysis. This 

contribution provides an example of such a study by comparing two Design Case Studies in the field 

of civil security research. This comparative analysis generates bottom-up concepts which are 

conducive to scientific discourses. However, conducting Design Case Studies is a practice itself which 

is embedded in cooperative and institutional contexts which need to be further reflected (Stevens et 

al. and Randall et al., in this volume). 

 Grounded Design and Design Case Studies 
Design Case Studies are epistemologically rooted in pragmatism (Goldkuhl, 2012; Wulf et al., 2011; 

Kuutti & Bannon, 2014) and practice theory (Reckwitz, 2002; Bourdieu, 1990; Garfinkel, 2011 and 

Mead & Morris, 1972). Design Case Studies embrace the situatedness and particularity of social 

practices and thus stand in contradistinction to positions of positivism or interpretivism (Becker & 

Niehaves, 2007; Braa & Vidgen, 1999; Goles & Hirschheim, 2000). Wulf et al. (2015) provide a 

detailed and in-depth positioning of Design Case Studies in the different scientific and 

epistemological traditions. Methodologically, Design Case Studies are structured in three phases:  

(1) Empirical Pre-Study: The pre-study aims to provide a profound understanding of the situated 

practice in the addressed field. It should provide a detailed description of the existing social practices 

in terms of roles, organizational structures, regulatory and its appropriation, tools and media incl. 

their usage, and trends all from a technological, organizational and social perspective. Due to the 

aspiration of providing profound and deep insights, appropriate methods have to be applied to 

ensure an accurate documentation of the addressed subject-matter. Methods from qualitative social 

research such as participatory observation and open or semi-structured interviews are typical for 

that first phase. The pre-study should conclude in a set of problem- or need-statements to inform the 

construction of a further research design. The problem-oriented documentation of the addressed 

social practice underpins the ‘pre’-character of the study by providing insights to inform design 

activities “after the ‘pre’”. That is, a pre-study in the context of Grounded Design is not only an 

empirical documentation of existing practices and cultures, as an ethnography is in sociology. It is 

rather a problem-oriented description of existing relationships between practices and technological 

artifacts with a broad set of technological opportunities in mind.  

(2) IT Artifact Design: Based on the identified problems and needs in the pre-study phase, a design 

process is set up. It ideally involves the practitioners who participated in the pre-study. To contribute 

to the Design Case Study. this phase should document participative design decisions, bounding 

technological and organizational constraints, applied design methods, actual design processes, main 

influences of relevant stakeholders and negotiations of conflicts. The documentation should 

demonstrate the potential influences of the artifact design on the existing social practices aimed or 



 

 

anticipated by the participants in the design process. The resulting artifacts should be functional in 

the sense that practitioners are able to introduce them into practice for evaluation purposes. 

(3) Evaluation and Appropriation: In this phase, the designed artifacts should be introduced in the 

addressed practice to allow the practitioners to experience the features of the artifact, its practical 

impact and the resulting changes in existing practices. Evaluative activities address the quality of the 

design regarding user experience and usability. Evaluation methods are applied in dedicated settings 

to assess the state of a prototypical design in a certain point in time. Those methods mostly come 

from the HCI discipline addressing in particular usability with its roots in cognitive psychology. The 

other part of this phase is the investigation in appropriation phenomena by observing the 

autonomous usage of the functionally designed IT artifacts in real or at least realistic social contexts. 

The methods applied in this phase should capture longer periods of use which often requires tool 

support for monitoring and capturing usage in the absence of researchers and designers. 

Appropriation research is particularly interested in changes of existing practices and deviations from 

the initially intended usage of the designed artifacts. 

The phases should be conducted in several loops to refine and complete the pre-study with insights 

acquired in the participatory design and the appropriation phase, and to further inform the design 

with these insights. All phases finally contribute to the documentation of a holistic Design Case Study 

by answering the question: “Why does the designed artifact work in the investigated context?” By 

explicitly documenting the circumstances under which the answer of this question is given, the 

insights of the Design Case Study are exposed to be perceived by external persons. 

 

Figure 1 Structure and Perspectives of  
Design Case Studies (c.f. Rohde, Brödner, Stevens, Betz, & Wulf, 2016) 

Design Case Studies represent knowledge derived from situated social practices including research, 

development and design. From a scientific perspective, one important question is how to make the 

generated situated knowledge arising from the Design Case Studies transferable to other contexts. 

On a basis of several documented and concluded Design Case Studies, it is possible to abstract 

cognitions by bringing them into relation (c.f. Figure 2). 
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Figure 2 Illustration of the Grounded Design principals (c.f. Rohde et al., 2016)  

One possibility is to compare different Design Cases Studies with each other to identify similarities 

and differences between them. As depicted in (Rohde et al., 2016) “…this type of interpretative DR 

[Design Research] may offer transferable knowledge for other design cases by typifying common 

‘structural configurations’ in the IT design space and the social practices at stake.” Comparing unique 

Design Case Studies seems to be a valid approach to generate more abstract knowledge from a meta-

perspective. However, by providing an epistemological foundation of this approach, Wulf et al. 

(2015) and Rohde et al. (2016) remain unspecific as to how such a comparison should be applied and 

what common features each Design Case Study has to provide to make such a comparative meta-

study possible. 

 Transferability of Design Case Studies 
Rohde et al. (2016) claim that Grounded Design contributes to the IS knowledge base by providing in-

depth design case studies as a basis for further comparative meta studies. Grounded Design is 

conceptually deeply rooted in a theoretical reflection of IS paradigms and practice theory. However, 

from the perspective of ‘research as a practice’, a number of questions remain unanswered: 

- What are appropriate methods to document the results from design case studies? 

- What are the general criteria for judging the documentation of the qualitative research 

conducted in Grounded Design? 

- Which methods of knowledge sharing exist within the science and research community? 

- How can nonacademic designers learn from academic designers? 

- What are archival formats for design case studies, including records from field studies, 

interim results, developed categories, design drafts, discarded design variants, prototypes, 

code versions, etc.? 

- What is an appropriate methodology to conduct comparative meta studies? 

In the following we conclude the experiences made in the reflection of the two consecutive design 

case studies carried out in the ‘Landmarke’ and the ‘Koordinator’ projects by proposing relevant 

IS design knowledge base 

What is relevant for others? What knowledge can be transferred? 

Collection of explicated design case studies & typifying “structural configurations” 

   



 

 

properties and requirements on their documentation to enable other researchers to comprehend 

the results, the context from which they originated and to relate them to other design case studies. 

Lincoln and Guba (1990) propose four criteria for the results of qualitative research and present 

them analogous to the four central positivistic criteria which are common in natural science and 

engineering. 

Positivistic Criteria for Judging 
Quantitative Research 

Phenomenological Criteria for Judging 
Qualitative Research 

internal validity credibility 

external validity transferability 

reliability dependability 

objectivity confirmability 

  
Table 1 Four criteria for qualitative research analogous to positivistic criteria 

Credibility means that from the perspective of the participants in the research context, the results 

are believable, i.e. the phenomena of interest should be described from the perspective of the 

participant; or, vice versa the credibility of the results can only be legitimately judged by them. Thus 

participants should be actively involved in the process of reflective appropriation to enhance the 

credibility of the results of a design case study. 

Transferability determines the degree to which the results of qualitative research are relevant for 

other contexts or settings. Transferability can be supported by a thorough documentation of the 

circumstances under which the results were generated. This includes the research context, the 

applied methods and the underlying assumptions. The transferring person must be enabled to judge 

the transferability into another context. Thus the documentation has to comprise all relevant 

information to allow for this assessment. 

Qualitative research takes place in ever-changing social contexts. Dependability supports the 

traceability of changes in the research context and the impact of such changes on further research. 

Other than the criteria of reliability in the positivistic research paradigm, dependability embraces 

context changes by making them understandable to others – rather than trying to achieve 

replicability. 

Qualitative research results that can be corroborated by others follow the criterion of confirmability. 

One strategy to enhance confirmability, according to Lincoln and Guba (1990), is to share the 

documentation of the analysis of the qualitative data. Confirmability can be reached by enhancing 

the backwards traceability of qualitative results. Data audits are another possibility for ensuring the 

confirmability of the results of the analysis of qualitative data. 

Since the volume and relevance of interpretive research has markedly increased in recent years  

(Goles & Hirschheim, 2000; Walsham, 2006), it appears reasonable to perform cross-sectional 

investigations across a number of design case studies looking for context similarities or patterns and 

basic "structural configurations" in the design and appropriation processes of different IT design case 

studies (Rodon & Sese Muniategui, 2008). Such similarities, patterns or structural configurations may 

constitute an a posteriori typification of IS design contexts and procedures. These efforts need to be 

complemented by the search for an adequate organization of the knowledge base for improving its 

accessibility. 

In the following, this chapter will reflect on the Grounded Design approach by giving an example of a 

comparative analysis across three Design Case Studies in the domain of first response.  



 

 

2 Design Case Studies in the domain of Fire Fighting 
The research experience in developing IT-based support for firefighters operating indoors may serve 

as a suitable series of design cases to illustrate the significance and application of the Grounded 

Design principles for complex IS projects. The research effort comprises almost seven years of work 

in participatory design based on "ubiquitous computing" technology (Weiser, 1999) involving four 

different fire brigades in France and Germany. In the course of three consecutive research projects, 

the practice-centered perspective shifted the design focus. Based on a thorough observation of the 

firefighting routines, the design focus shifted from automatic location detection to technical support 

for computer enhanced way-finding practices in reconnaissance missions. In the final step we 

realigned the way finding platform by adding functionality for a structured text-based 

communication channel. In the following sections we provide an overview of two design case studies 

conducted in this research and development context. Due to our focus on a comparative analysis we 

will not provide technical or practical details. For further reading we refer to the detailed 

documentation of both Design Case Studies in (Ramirez & Dyrks, 2010; Ramirez et al., 2012 ; Betz & 

Wulf, 2014) and Betz, Dyrks, & Wulf (2014). However, the basic tripartite structure is kept as a 

narrative for better comprehensibility. 

 Landmarke – Navigation and Orientation Support for Firefighters 
In fire incidents, indoor reconnaissance missions are an essential part of the work of firefighters. In 

such missions, a team of firefighters must enter an unknown building in order to systematically 

inspect and assess the situation, to simultaneously look for victims, report their progress and to 

eventually attack fire sources. Due to heat and fumes, firefighters have to wear special protective 

suits and breathing protection equipment which provide support for restricted periods of time only. 

Moreover, they have to drag along heavy fire hoses when  attack possible fire sources, for self-

protection and for guiding their way out. 

Inspection is complex cooperative work which requires a lot of training and experience. It imposes a 

high work load with additional impediments caused by severely restricted agility, due to the 

protective and firefighting equipment. In particular, safely finding a way out before exhausting the air 

supply is of vital importance, as getting lost is a frequent cause of serious accidents. Longer lasting 

reconnaissance missions require alternating inspection teams which calls for space-related 

communication between the teams and the operation controllers. To ensure a reliable backup of 

indoor working firefighters and a quick provision of help in should an accident occur, it is important 

to communicate the mission’s progress to the leaders outside the building. 

2.1.1 Pre-study: Investigating Existing Practices 

The research investigated existing firefighting practices. On the one hand, it drew on psychological 

knowledge about way-finding and, on the other hand, it was based on a thorough ethnographical 

study (participatory observation and interviews) of existing social practices for indoor tactics in 

firefighting. The study reveals various complex and partly non-obvious inspection and way-finding 

practices which can be described as follows: 

The interactive exploratory teamwork based on distributed tasks has to be done under difficult 

environmental and sensorial conditions due to heat, fumes and heavy protective equipment, forcing 

the team members to interact and to keep in touch mainly through body contact, lifelines and fire 

hoses carried with them. For maintaining orientation, they follow the 'right hand rule', a systematic 

approach comparable with ‘depth-first’ traverse algorithms as basic exploration strategy. While in 

this way exploring the actual situation and the spatial structure, the firefighters build situated 

cognitive maps based on meaningful 'landmarks' (such as walls, aisles, doors or windows) as the core 



 

 

result of their mission. To enable leaders in front of the building to participate in the construction of 

such a cognitive representation of the incident place, indoor working firefighters have to report 

important milestones and decisions of their progress to their leader outside via radio devices. 

Landmarks and milestones may be actively augmented with additional signs to denote specific results 

of their exploration, e.g. standing for 'already inspected' or ‘alternative way out'. The situation-

specific cognitive maps thus provide them with a shared collection of reference for keeping them 

aware of the environment, for orientation and communication, for finding the way out, and for 

instructing follow-up or rescuing safety teams in case of an accident. This experience reveals the 

important cognition that the researchers' original understanding of the underlying problem as being 

a standard navigation problem and their design idea to provide the firefighters with navigation 

software for position determination are inappropriate or in the worst case harmful: Firefighters are 

afraid of losing their navigational skills and competences by using maps and positioning-based 

navigation tools. 

The in-depth study of existing social practices produces an enriched and empathic comprehension of 

the firefighters' world. As such, it offers valuable insights for guiding initial design ideas. In particular, 

the idea of intentionally launching artificial 'landmarks' on site is inspired by the existing practices we 

identified. 

2.1.2 Design and Appropriation Phase: Working on and with the Artifact 

The main design and appropriation phase of the research project builds on the pre-study and follows 

a participatory and evolutionary process organization. It is based on a sequence of specification and 

prototyping workshops with firefighters and firefighting instructors in order to generate design ideas 

for technical artifacts supposed to improve their demanding work situation. As conceived by the 

researchers, small embedded ubiquitous computing devices promise to be fruitful in this respect. 

During the workshops, participating and contributing with their own experience and the perspective 

of improving the situation proved to be a sound motivation for practitioners. Reflecting their own 

practices and discursively confronting them with functional offers of suitable artifacts presented by 

the researchers (or designers) turns out to be an important source for generating new design ideas. 

In this way, a number of sound, emergent design ideas were contributed by firefighters. Moreover, 

such participatory procedures help to solve signification and legitimation problems, particularly 

acknowledging  firefighters' requirements in this regard. 

Particularly inspired by the firefighters' social practices with different forms of marking and 

annotating spatial objects and structures, artificial 'landmarks' with sufficient functionality for use in 

electronic networks are being conceived. The core idea is to successively build an ad-hoc reference 

system on site which is in continuous construction during firefighting missions. The system is 

progressively built up and augmented by intentionally deploying an electronic grid of small 

networked tokens which serve, when deployed, as reference points representing tactical information 

about the site and the progress. They support spatial orientation and space-related communication 

among the firefighting teams and the outside coordinators as well. When equipped with suitable 

sensors, they further enrich the emerging cognitive maps with situational and environmental 

information (c.f. Figure 3). 



 

 

 

Figure 3: Building an electronic grid to support orientation and space-related communication 

As envisaged by an evolutionary project organization, several variations of the electronic 'landmark' 

tokens with different functional complexity have been designed and appropriated step by step for 

practical use in reconnaissance missions in a training center where emerging practices can be 

observed and evaluated. Each of these prototype versions has been tested and evaluated in practical 

use in this way which has led to new design ideas being generated. The evolutionary approach also 

allows for a step by step introduction of very early and less mature ‘sketches’ to allow for the 

documentation of user experiences which provide essential contrasts for the reflections of existing 

practices. 

A paramount result of this overall procedure is that the firefighters are enabled to construct richer 

cognitive maps of the site than before by the intentional deployment of the tokens: The numbered 

sequence of electronic landmarks not only indicates locations but provides additional context 

information coded by colour. With this sort of artifact at hand, firefighters can partially abstain from 

the burden of  dragging along heavy fire hoses, and at the same time they can improve their spatial 

orientation and navigation due to the enriched context information. This further enables them to 

substantially shorten the retreat path as shown in Figure 4 comparing old and new practices. 

 

Figure 4: Analysis of a trial reconnaissance mission 



 

 

Close to the end of the Landmarke research project, the professional firefighters from Cologne stated 

that up to this point they found the landmarks useful for navigation purposes but they doubted that 

the advantages of this functionality would justify the introduction of such a platform into real 

firefighting practices. 

During the appropriation of the landmarke infrastructure, the participating firefighters step by step 

learned to understand the technical capabilities of the system. They identified patterns and 

similarities of the infrastructure with other well-known artifacts in their day to day practice; e.g. the 

network-infrastructure of the landmarke platform provides a multi-hop mesh network, which 

enables applications to pass messages via changing routes over large radio distances. After 

understanding the technical feasibilities, they mapped them to the constraints of their familiar voice 

radios. They envisioned a possible use of the landmarke platform to enhance the range of their voice 

radio devices. 

Based on the experiences they gained during the participatory design and appropriation process, by 

the end of the project the firefighters were able to judge the strengths and weaknesses of their own 

practices. While they highly appreciated the mutual learning and reflection process, they expressed 

concerns whether the Landmarke platform offered enough “added value” compared to the 

additional effort caused by the deployment of the beacons. However, we observed the firefighters 

appropriating the beacon’s colour codes to deal with the problem of unstable connectivity on their 

voice-over-radio communication between indoor working teams and their commanders outside the 

building. We observed how they used the feature to remotely set the colour of each beacon to 

articulate simple questions such as “Everything ok?” and their responses, like “Yes” or “No”. 

Thus the appropriation of the platform for navigation support led to the disclosure of other, probably 

even more immediate problems in indoor firefighting. The reflection on the current case formed a 

knowledge base which serves as a platform for further investigations in other aspects of the 

observed and addressed social practice. In our case, we extended the ethnographic work towards 

communication and coordination between indoor working firefighter teams and their commanders 

outside the building. Identified patterns in the presented ‘Landmarke’ case study represent 

important findings for the investigation of communication and coordination practices. 

 Koordinator – Coordination and Communication Support for Firefighters 
A second project called ‘Koordinator’ was derived from the design knowledge base built in the 

‘landmarke’ project to create a design case study to work on artifacts for communication and 

coordination support and to investigate the appropriation of these artifacts. This design case study 

was documented in (Betz et al., 2014; Betz & Wulf, 2014). 

2.2.1 Pre-study: Investigating Existing Practices 

As in most countries, firefighters in Germany utilize radio sets to establish voice communication 

between indoor operating units and the command structure outside. Based on knowledge built in 

the ‘landmarke’ design case study and a complementary pre-study in cooperation with different 

German volunteer fire brigades over a time span of more than 3 years, the advantages and 

disadvantages of the current voice-over-radio communication tactics and techniques have been 

analyzed. The methods of inquiry of the ‘landmarke’ design case study were extended by ‘map 

exercises’ and quantitative measures to extend the number of evaluative dimensions. Map exercises 

allowed for a turn by turn experience of fictional fire scenarios. Map exercises enabled both 

researchers and practitioners to walk through a scenario in slow motion and to pause the ongoing 

fictional mission to allow for in-deep reflections and discussions about regulatory aspects and their 

in-situ appropriation. It turned out that navigation, communication and coordination practices are 



 

 

interwoven across many dimensions. Requirements from regulatory constraints, historically evolved 

systematic reconnaissance approaches,  routinized and partly formalized patterns of communication 

and coordination form a web of issues which can, to some degree, be anticipated.  

Communication and coordination is necessary due to the dislocated actions of the members of the 

core operational unit of German fire brigades called ‘group’. A group is the crew of a fire engine. It 

covers all relevant roles and expertise to be able to act in a fire run after arriving on site. This is also 

reflected in firefighting regulatory where a group is defined as the smallest unit that has the legal 

capacity to act. 

 

Figure 5 A 'group' as the smallest operational unit in fire runs 

A ‘group’ consists of a machinist, who is the driver of the fire engine and the operator of the pump, a 

runner, who acts as a supportive resource, and three teams called ‘troops’ who are responsible for 

dedicated tasks. The ‘attacking troop’ is responsible for finding and for fighting the source of a fire. 

The ‘attacking troop’ is equipped with self-contained breathing apparatuses (SCBAs) and is able to 

enter burning and smoking buildings for reconnaissance and rescuing purposes. The ‘hose troop’ is 

responsible for establishing an infrastructure of fire hoses to provide water supply for the ‘attacking 

troop’. This includes repositioning fire hoses inside a building. The ‘water troop’ searches for water 

supplies in the surroundings of an affected building. It connects the fire engine with an appropriate 

water supply. After the establishment of a stable water supply for the fire engine, the ‘water troop’ is 

equipped with SCBAs and stands by as a backup for rescuing the attacking troop. The designed 

artifacts in the Koordinator design case study focus on the communication between the ‘group 

leader’ and the ‘attacking troop’ on its reconnaissance and rescue missions inside the affected 

building. 

2.2.2 Design and Appropriation Phase: Working on and with the Artifact 

The ‘Koordinator’ design case study builds upon the network infrastructure implemented in the 

‘landmarke’ design case study. The ‘landmarke-remote-control’ has been completely redesigned to 

provide text-based communication features. The possibility to anticipate major parts of the 

communication and the technical constraints of the ad-hoc deployable landmark-infrastructure 

implicated a shift from voice to text-based communication. The resulting complementary messaging 

device and its appropriation have been evaluated in overall 50 full scale training missions including 

extensive debriefings. Especially the debriefing sessions offered a possibility for intensive 

participation and steering by the participating firefighters. It was mainly volunteer firefighters from 

different levels of responsibility who were invited to participate in the ‘Koordinator’ project to 



 

 

complement the professional perspective from the career firefighters participating in the ‘landmarke’ 

project. 

 

Figure 6 The EmergencyMessenger Device for indoor firefighting troops.  
Photo on the right: White case - the final revision of the Landmarke beacons with a wedge form factor; 
Black case - the activity recognition device; Orange case - the ‘EmergencyMessenger’ messaging 
device 

 

By adding communication features to the original ‘landmarke’ platform, the ‘added value’ of the 

resulting integrated artifact designed in the ‘Koordinator’ case study was assessed as significant 

enough to justify the introduction of such an integrated system as official firefighting equipment. The 

main reason for the change of mind lies in the improved cost-benefit-balance regarding the addition 

of a further piece of equipment and the efforts for the manual deployment of the ‘landmarks’. In 

particular, the appropriation of the ‘Koordinator’ IT artifacts has reduced both work load and overall 

inspection time of the site which pushed the cost-benefit-balance towards an advantageous 

configuration (find more detailed results in (Betz et al., 2014; Betz & Wulf, 2014)). 

 Building and Extending the Knowledge Base 
These briefly reported design case studies are examplars of how to analyze and design IT artifacts 

when confronted with  complex organizational practices, and they demonstrate the application of 

Grounded Design principles. Existing research efforts mainly focus on exceptional large scale 

incidents by supporting command and control structures of multi-agency efforts to cope with 

disaster situations. Research on Emergency Response and Crisis Management tends to focus on the 

‘exceptional in the exceptional’, i.e. it is grounded in the assumption that innovative information 

technology support is needed particularly in situations where even emergency response agencies are 

faced with emergent and overwhelming situations. The presented Design Case Studies follow a 

different approach: Grounded in practice theory, the research efforts aim to methodically unveil 

everyday practices and their often indiscernible problematic aspects. 

To begin with, in investigating into existing firefighting practices, the real underlying problem in 

firefighting reconnaissance missions is not the mere determination of locations for spatial navigation 

as it seems apparent from and has been attacked in previous approaches. The problem is rather the 

proper formation and communication of cognitive maps of the site with sufficiently rich context 

information as a shared reference system firstly for individual navigation and secondly for collective 

coordination. The latter is not obvious and could only be disclosed through a sound ethnographic 

investigation based on participatory and empathic, highly reflective observation. The studies 

confirmed underlying insights from practice theory that actors are often not fully aware of their 

current existing practices. The method of map exercise in particular enabled practitioners to make 

internalized routines explicit and accessible for reflection. 



 

 

The insights from the pre-study have great impact on which technical functions to search for in 

design discourses with the practitioners: Automatically dropping artificial location tracking devices 

following the inspection paths as developed and applied in previous attempts (Klann, 2009; Liu et al.) 

is seen as not sufficiently supportive for the firefighters to actively construct the inner situated 

operational picture of the site; rather, it would appear to be more suitable to look out for artificial 

devices which can be enriched by social and environmental context information in the course of the 

inspection process. The second design case study revealed further insights and findings regarding the 

practice in the field of first responding. By focusing on the practice of firefighting in the first line of 

intervention, it transpired that the successful coordination of ‘groups’ of firefighters as the smallest 

operational units is crucial for successful performance in reconnaissance missions in the early phases 

of fire incidents. 

3 Comparative Analysis: Results and findings 
A sound analysis of existing social practices and IT artifacts developed in their support can orientate 

and inspire the design discourse. Such an analysis provides insights into what could work when 

coming up with promising prototypes in real use. Appropriating the prototypes for use is again a 

creative effort, the results of which are not predictable. The proof of their usefulness and usability 

depends on the emerging social practices in which the artefacts are being used. Reflecting on the 

experiences with new social practices using IT artifacts can answer questions such as how does it 

impact and how well does it work? These findings can serve as a fruitful source for creating further 

design ideas. Ethnographical observation of the design and appropriation processes and conceptual 

reconstruction of the whole design case as outlined with the demonstrator examples of ‘Landmarke’ 

and ‘Koordinator’ finally delivers a set of design case studies to be integrated into an IS design 

knowledge base as conceived of in Figure 2. In the context of the ‘Landmarke’ design case study, an 

innovative method of communication during indoor reconnaissance missions evolved from the 

reflection. It leads into a completely new feature set added to the platform, and thus increased the 

‘value’ of the existing artifacts. The design and development of the communication functionality lead 

into a second design case study and consequently extended the knowledge base and additionally 

allowed for comparative studies. 

A comparative analysis of the presented Design Case Studies reveals categories and ‘structural 

configurations’ which contribute to the generation of additional insights. Regarding the state-of-the-

art, a description of firefighters' mundane practices is not generally  the focus of civil security 

research in academia. The emphasis on supporting large command and control structures 

underestimates the relevancy of the social practices of smaller operational units. The Design Case 

Studies presented here unveil the informational interdependencies between incident commanders 

and operational forces. These interdependencies underline the perception that top-down 

approaches prevalent in crisis management (e.g. large command posts, centralized crisis 

management teams etc.) have to be complemented by bottom-up perspectives from the first line. 

In the following, we first summarize the results of our meta-analysis by identifying common 

structural configurations from the selected Design Case studies. We discuss the identified common 

aspects by pairing counterparts together due to the conspicuous dialectic tension between them. 

The pairs underpin the interdependencies of certain technical features and their impact on practice. 

To begin with, the analysis of the relationship between the autonomy of the indoor firefighting teams 

and the monitoring commander outside the building revealed interesting insights (Betz & Wulf, 2014; 

Denef, Keyson, & Oppermann, 2011). The impression of a strongly hierarchical paramilitary structure 

of order and obedience may belie the fact that the commander outside the building heavily relies on 

the observations of the indoor working teams and that his decisions are firmly interwoven with or 



 

 

even determined by the autonomous decisions of the teams indoors. This autonomy requires a 

synchronization of the operational picture. Tools to support the monitoring of the indoor working 

teams allow for more autonomy inside the building. Contrary to the implicit assumption of vast 

uncertainty in early incident phases, an in-depth analysis of existing practices showed that there is 

also a large element of routine and trained discipline in the practical handling of emergency cases. 

Thus, actions, e.g. in typical fire incidents, are to some extent predictable, and therefore allow for 

anticipation and predefinition. On the other hand, predefinition of actions supports discipline and 

creates space for safe improvisational action. 

It is important to understand that the autonomy of operational units is a key feature of firefighting 

organizational structures. As such, it should be considered when designing useful and supportive IT 

artifacts for emergency response. The relationship between standardization and expressiveness 

provides another interesting focus when analyzing (multimodal) communication practices in 

hierarchical organizational structures. Other emerging categories are the tensions between 

anticipation and unpredictability; addressability and awareness; and complementation and 

substitution with regard to the design of multimodal communication support (c.f. Betz & Wulf, 2014). 

Another interesting aspect of the cooperation and the communication in safety-critical settings such 

as firefighting is the practice of periodically reducing uncertainty and the relationship between 

communicative effort and risk in safety-critical dislocated cooperative work settings.  

All these concepts emerged from our design case studies and contributed significantly to a better 

understanding of cooperation, coordination and communication aspects to be found in firefighting 

and its technical support. We outline these concepts in the following sections in a contrasting 

dialectic form. 

 Autonomy and Monitoring 
Existing scientific literature imposes that first responding in general and firefighting in particular is 

organized in a strong hierarchical manner with rigid organizational structures. Terms like “command 

post”, “command centres”, “decision makers”, “common operational picture”, “disaster 

management” etc. dominate wide parts of research publications and often set the agenda for design 

research. In the course of our investigations, it turned out that within the rigid organizational 

structures there is a vast amount of space for autonomous actions, especially by members of the 

lower ranks. 

Autonomy needs structures to enable others to anticipate the implemented actions. On an 

organizational level, service regulations are the basis for autonomous but reliable cooperation within 

operational units. The service regulations are a set of legal instructions in form of a handbook which 

describes permitted and not-permitted practices of firefighting. Regulations also define the role 

definitions, boundaries and responsibilities of each actor. It is also the basis for the training, 

education and evaluation of firefighting practice. In that sense, each firefighting unit, beginning with 

two-man-troops, groups or even whole brigades are to so some extent free in their local decisions. 

The regulatory framework ensures not only the safety but also the predictability of such autonomous 

actions. In our design case studies, troops are responsible for the performance of the mission in the 

sense that their actions are directed at expediting mission goals. Group leaders are responsible for 

observing, assessing and guiding the performative actions of a troop. Monitoring is essential for 

binding the performative and the observative aspects towards a safe and targeted coordinated 

action, at least in safety-critical contexts. From the perspective of a troop member inside the 

building, being monitored by the group leader unburdens him from the responsibility of correlating 

his own actions with those of other units. This is an important basis for autonomous and situated 

action. 



 

 

From the perspective of the group leader, monitoring allows for  autonomous actions to be secured 

by reacting to emergent events which are relevant e.g. for the troop inside the building. To support 

the performance of autonomous local action, technical artifacts have to enable the coordinating 

actors to monitor these actions and the circumstances under which they take place. 

These insights are mainly gleaned from the ‘Koordinator’ Design Case Study, in which we focused on 

coordinative and cooperative aspects of the investigated practice of indoor firefighting. We designed 

a mobile software application for the group leader to monitor  

- the deployment of landmarke nodes,  

- the node colours set by the troop,  

- the sensor data gathered by the landmarke nodes,  

- the results from an activity recognition device attached to the firefighters, 

- the fill levels of the self-contained breathing apparatuses (SCBAs)   and 

- the reported operational progress (Betz & Wulf, 2014). 

By incrementally introducing these monitoring features, we observed a quantifiable reduction of 

voice-over-radio communication between the group leader and his attacking troop. So, the 

appropriation of these features led to a less obstructive way to ensure the securitization of the troop 

advancing in the burning building. The troops stated that the monitoring features provided a much 

better underlying feeling of security which enabled them to perform their tasks with considerably 

less disturbance by voice-over-radio communication and, consequently, faster. 

 Anticipation and Unpredictability 
From an external perspective firefighting deals with exceptional situations when  extinguishing fire, 

rescuing people from smoking, toxic and unknown buildings. Regarding the rarity of such events for 

non-firefighters, such incidents give the impression of uniqueness and unpredictability. From a 

domain-internal perspective, incidents such as a fire in a building are perceived as non-exceptional 

events which are expected and for which firefighters are well prepared. The following quote from a 

volunteer firefighter participating in the ‘Koordinator’ research project illustrates the self-perception 

of his own role:  

“Fighting fire or rescuing people is the essence of being a firefighter. Simply put, 

you can say it like this: A fire alarm is the most normal thing for a firefighter. Every 

hour of training, education and qualification is aimed towards mastering such a 

situation. For affected people onsite the situation may look chaotic and 

uncontrollable but there is a well-defined and trained routine that takes place. If 

these routines fail, or if something happens that seriously affects that routine, first 

responders would call it a critical incident. Until then, it’s basically normal work. 

Dangerous, but normal work.” 

An important basis for establishing a well-defined routine are the prescribed regulations of indoor 

firefighting and firefighting in general. Actions are principled and rooted in strict guidelines which 

form the foundation of the organization, education, training and practice of firefighters. There may 

be discussions about single topics in the regulatory framework but in general it is well accepted and 

taken seriously. 

Due to the pervasive character of such a standard, there is a high level of predictability in the practice 

of indoor firefighting. Therefore a huge number of actions in firefighting or rescuing reconnaissance 

missions can be anticipated, which has an effect on higher level steps from the initial alarm until the 



 

 

first troop enters the building. However, actions on a micro-level as well, like the route a troop takes 

inside a building, or the way the progress of the mission is reported via the radio channel, can be 

anticipated to some extent. 

On the other hand, there is still a significant potential for the emergence of unforeseeable and 

unpredictable events and occasions firefighters have to cope with. These emergent events may not 

have a disruptive character but they sometimes require deviance regarding the predefined 

procedures. These deviances are decided locally, which requires explicit communication to enable 

others to assess them regarding potential individual risks and the consequences for the whole 

operation. One example is the deviation from the ‘right/left-hand rule’ on a reconnaissance trail 

inside a building. Particularities in the floor plan of a house or apartment can make it necessary to 

switch from the right-hand to the left-hand-rule or vice versa. To find a troop affected by an accident, 

it is crucial to reliably communicate such an alternation in the reconnaissance tactics to enable the 

back-up troop to find and rescue a foregoing affected attacking troop. Another example is the tactics 

of the attacking troop leaving a building. The regulatory prescribes leaving a building by following the 

fire hose back to the entry point. Sometimes it is safer and more appropriate to leave a building e.g. 

from the rear. If this unpredictable behaviour is not communicated to the group leader – which 

happens regularly – it is mandatory for the group leader to assume an accident has befallen the 

attacking troop after a predefined lapse of time of perceived continuance in the danger zone inside 

the building. 

The Landmarke platform as a tool to support way-finding in unknown buildings was designed to 

support  the practice of routinized and well-defined rules of reconnaissance tactics. On the one hand, 

the colour codes for marking the reconnaissance path are explicit enough to support the established 

cooperative practice by matching particular colours to particular actions or decisions (c.f.Ramirez 

& Dyrks, 2010). On the other hand, the codes are open enough to be appropriated in unusual 

situations. The EmergencyMessenger as a technical artifact is designed to support the 

communication and monitoring of anticipated action. It is built specifically to efficiently support the  

regulated and therefore to some extent predictable task of the indoor working attacking troop to 

report the progress of the reconnaissance mission. Moreover, it supports the outdoor group leader 

in his monitoring task. However, due to the lack of features which would allow for expressing 

complex deviances from routines, we were not able to observe the appropriation of the 

EmergencyMessenger to cope with unforeseen situations. On these occasions, the firefighters 

preferred the voice-over-radio communication. 

 Standardization and Expressiveness 
As mentioned in the last section, the degree of anticipation of action during a reconnaissance mission 

is high enough to introduce a standardized navigation, orientation and communication framework 

which enables indoor working firefighters to improve their performance in a significant way. The 

design of the landmarke features is an example of being deliberately vague and open to support both 

standardized routines as well as the appropriation to cope with emergent situations (c.f. Ramirez 

& Dyrks, 2010). The communication framework developed in the ‘Koordinator’ Design Case Study 

follows a different approach. The framework deliberately forces the usage of a fixed catalogue of 

simple textual ‘speech acts’, i.e. a set of predefined requests which include a fixed and predefined set 

of responses. Such a high level of standardization in the available acts of communication had several 

rationales:  

(1) The communication framework of the ‘EmergencyMessenger’ supports the highly routinized 

practice of indoor firefighting and reconnaissance work. It provides the possibility to shift the 



 

 

routinized communication from the shared voice-over-radio channel into another channel 

which is optimized for speed, clearance and documentation. 

(2) The catalogue of textual ‘speech acts’  is ordered sequentially at the interface following the 

messages’ temporal structure during the mission. The currently relevant message can be 

found quickly to be sent to the receiver’s device. 

(3) The catalogue provides a guideline for the indoor working firefighter to avoid missing the 

next relevant report in the ongoing tactical proceedings. 

The high level of standardization and the limitation of the communication channel towards short text 

messages provides far too little expressiveness for communicating unforeseen and unpredictable 

circumstances during an ongoing mission. It is also impossible for another firefighter to “read 

between the lines” of statements sent by a well-known comrade. 

 Complementation and Substitution 
In total we observed over 50 full featured training missions. The training missions took place in one 

of the largest training facilities for firefighting in Germany. The standard training mission scenario 

was a fire in an apartment on the first or second floor of an apartment building or a single-family 

home. The work of the group leader outside the building was observed with conventional video 

cameras while the indoor working troops were observed with a thermal imaging camera due to the 

darkened environment caused by the application of artificial smoke. The training centre allowed for 

the simulation of a complete fire run including the arrival of the fire engine, the provision of a fully 

functional water supply infrastructure and the enrichment of the scenarios with optical fire indicators 

and screaming remote controlled puppets inside the building. Thus, the training facility provided the 

most realistic conditions possible. The use and evaluation of the prototypical technical artifacts in 

real fire runs was not allowed due to regulatory constraints and the lack of necessary technical 

security standards. In addition, real fire runs would not have allowed for such thorough 

documentation. 

 

Figure 7 Left: Picture from thermal imaging video camera in a darkened and smoking indoor 
environment. Right: A firefighter with SCBA in a lightly smoking environment indoors. 

First, we find evidence that the conventional voice-over-radio communication is error prone and time 

consuming: While using radios, we observed 12 acts of verbal communication in average per training 

mission between the group leader and one indoor troop. Even without any other disturbing traffic on 



 

 

the shared radio channel usually emanating from other firefighting units, we observed problems in 

communication such as bad link quality, no responses from the addressee or difficulties in 

understanding concrete information (like SCBA filling levels). Problems that needed further attention, 

like repetition requests, occurred in at least 3 and up to 8 acts of verbal radio communication in each 

training mission. Indoor troops needed 12-14 min. on average to find a missing person and to hand 

him/her over to the medical services. On average, 04:33 minutes of this time were spent with radio 

communication which means 27 seconds on average for each act of verbal radio communication. 

The textual messaging technique introduced by the ‘EmergencyMessenger’ enables group and troop 

leaders to communicate significantly faster in relation to the established verbal voice-over-radio 

communication. We also observed that the introduction of the ‘EmergencyMessenger’ concept led to 

a more detailed level of reporting and monitoring: While using the ‘EmergencyMessenger’, we 

counted 17 acts of communication in average between the group leader and one indoor attacking 

troop in a typical scenario. The ad-hoc deployed network provided 100% coverage in an apartment 

with kitchen, bathroom and 4 other rooms on the second floor. We observed no problems in 

communication that needed further attention. Attacking troops spent 2:37 min. on average for 

communication with the ‘EmergencyMessenger’ which means 9 seconds on average for each act of 

text-based communication. In summary, the ‘EmergencyMessenger’ communication framework 

helps to unburden the voice-over-radio channel by shifting routine communication to another 

medium. This allows for a much more reliable communication via conventional channels. 

Based on these facts, it may seem appropriate to substitute the existing voice-over-radio practice 

with the new text-based approach due to the obviously better performance. However, the involved 

firefighters put their positive experience with the newly introduced technical artifact in an overall 

context. They state that there is no better/worse assessment between the voice-over-radio channel 

and the text-based messenger concept: 

“The pager is not better than the radio. It’s more like, um, the one contributes to 

the other. By shifting the routine communication to the pager we have finally 

found a way to clean up the on-site radio channel. Now, the radio becomes what 

it’s meant to be, a way to express complex things like unforeseen situations, gut 

instincts etc. We shouldn't substitute the radio. We should keep it and leverage 

from the newly created space.” 

That is, while designing technical support for an existing cooperative practice, the interplay of the 

new artifact with already existing ones has to be taken into account. The value of one artifact can be 

strongly interdependent with that of  others. To go further, the features of a newly introduced 

artifact can trigger the re-appropriation - in the sense of changes in use - of already existing artifacts. 

 Addressability and Awareness 
In the landmarke case, the main feature of the deployable nodes were its exterior attributes which 

were perceivable by “whomever it may concern”, i.e. all firefighters who cooperatively appropriated 

the colour codes in a particular way were able to read the landscape of the deployed markups inside 

the building when passing by. That is, the question of the addressee of a certain information is 

avoided by focusing on the common appropriation of the intentionally introduced ambiguity of the 

encoded meaning and its public nature(c.f.Ramirez & Dyrks, 2010). The conventional voice-over-

radio communication on site basically follows the same approach. Most incidents require the 

establishment of only one radio channel; that is, all firefighters on site share this one public radio 

channel. To address a certain receiver of a voice message, the firefighters conduct a rigid protocol to 



 

 

guarantee the successful transmission of a message. In technical words the conventional on-site 

radio communication works in a half-duplex and broadcasting mode of operation. 

In the later Koordinator design case study, the focus shifted towards a communication approach with 

stronger organizational mapping. Regarding the structure of fire brigades and the regulatory framing 

in Germany, the main addressee of reports issued by troops operating inside a building is the super-

ordinated group leader outside the building. In an early phase of the Koordinator project, the IT 

design addressed these circumstances by utilizing the typical technical characteristics of the 

underlying network infrastructure by routing the information of the landmarke nodes, colours set by 

the troops, the sensor data gathered by the nodes, the results from the activity recognition device 

attached to the firefighters, the reported fill levels of the SCBAs and the operational proceedings 

reported with the EmergencyMessenger to a certain recipient in the communication network. In the 

EmergencyMessenger case, the group leader gathers all this information, undertakes a continuous 

assessment, makes decisions and reports up in his hierarchy, e.g. to the head of the section or the 

officer-overall-in-charge. 

Both approaches, broadcasting and exclusive addressing of messages in a cooperative context of 

work, raises the aspect of awareness which is central in many IS and CSCW discourses (Gross, 2013; 

Schmidt, 2002; Schmidt & Randall, 2016). As already discussed, the Koordinator messaging approach 

moves messages from a public to a private channel, which means the exclusion of a large number of 

recipients. The design of this technical feature was a catalyst of many controversial discussions about 

the side effects, both negative and positive. 

On the one hand, particularly those firefighters who are on standby as a so called back-up-troop are 

not able to follow the reported progress of the reconnaissance mission while standing outside the 

building. Some firefighters tend to listen to the verbal reports of the foregoing attacking troop inside 

the building by following the voice-over-radio broadcast. They construct their personal operational 

picture to be ready in case they need to jump in to help or to rescue their comrades. On the other 

hand, it is exactly this broadcasting feature of the voice-over-radio channel which is considered 

harmful by many group leaders as the following statement made by a Group leader shows: 

“To be honest, I really appreciate the effect of keeping them out of the 

communication between myself and the attacking troop. I know they try to help 

and they try to be prepared in case they are deployed, but their operational 

picture is often incomplete. I just have more information about the whole context, 

the building, the missing person, the characteristics of the apartment or the 

house. From my experience, their operational picture is, um, how should I put it, 

um, scrappy. And it is often plain wrong. In case they are deployed, I would prefer 

not to have a discussion about the situation, which has actually happened to me 

several times.” 

It seems that in the investigated context of first responding, the awareness provided by the technical 

artifact of voice-over-radio does not perfectly enable “cooperating actors [to] align and integrate 

their activities with those of their colleagues in a seemingly ‘seamless’ manner; that is, without 

interrupting each other, for instance by asking, suggesting, requesting, ordering, reminding, etc. 

others of this or that.” (Schmidt, 2002). Rather, it may disturb a rigid structure and culture of 

information gathering, situation assessment and decision making in the context of strongly limited 

time and safety-critical actions. This insight should be seen as a dedicated contribution to the 

refinement of the concept of ‘awareness’ in the CSCW domain (c.f. Schmidt & Randall, 2016). 



 

 

 Communicative Effort and Risk 
As mentioned above, a reconnaissance mission inside a burning building requires a continuous 

monitoring of the attacking troop working indoors by the group leader working outside the building. 

The term ‘continuous’ in the context of a cooperative but dislocated work setting is shaped by 

several aspects: 

(1) What are the available technical resources which enable the group leader to monitor the 

assigned troops? 

(2) In which phase of an incident does a group leader have the ability to monitor his troops, and 

to which extent? 

(3) What effort does it take to monitor the troops, i.e. for the group leader and for the troop? 

(4) What is the intensity of the incident, i.e. are troops imperiled and to what extent? 

(5) What is the personal risk preference of the group leader, i.e. is the group leader self-

confident? What experiences have been gathered in the past? Does he trust his group 

members? How does he assess the capabilities of the indoor working attacking troop? 

The firefighters participating in the Landmarke and the Koordinator projects explained the 

monitoring and communication behavior of a group leader using a simple model. When the attacking 

troop enters the danger zone inside the building the uncertainty immediately begins to grow, 

dependent on the intensity of the given incident situation. Every group leader has an individual risk 

preference, a ‘threshold’ at which he sees the necessity to contact the foregoing troop to request 

their status. After the troop responds, the level of uncertainty is significantly reduced but when the 

communication ends, the uncertainty starts to grow again until the risk threshold is again reached. 

Figure 8 illustrates four different communication patterns. The combination of a perceived incident 

intensity and the individual risk preference results in the number of communicative acts. 

 

Figure 8 Four examples of the communication behavior of group leaders dependent on the personal 
risk preference and the incident intensity 

From the perspective of the troop leader, communication for monitoring purposes is perceived as a 

burden while working inside the burning building; it is a necessity for their own safety but at the 

same time it is also rather disturbing. Troop leaders appreciate group leaders with a higher risk 



 

 

preference level because this leads to less communication effort and therefore to faster mission 

progress. So monitoring activities in the work of firefighters should be understood less as a 

continuous flow of information but rather as a rhythmic process of periodically reducing uncertainty 

where the resulting communication behaviour is dependent on external factor and personal 

preferences. 

The real time streaming of results from an activity recognition feature to monitor the indoor working 

Troops tries to overcome this pattern by providing a seamless picture of the reconnaissance 

progress. Further research on this shift from a periodical towards a streaming concept of monitoring 

dislocated cooperative activities is, we suggest, an important feature of the way we consider  

‘awareness’ in CSCW and IS. 

4 Discussion 
In the following section we present a reflection of the Grounded Design research approach based on 

the findings achieved and our practical experiences in the two research projects ‘Landmarke’ and 

‘Koordinator’. In (Rohde et al., 2016) the Grounded Design approach is discussed with a certain focus 

on the processes of doing research through proposing a tripartite methodology of conducting pre-

studies on practices, designing artifacts, and investigating their appropriation. In the following we 

focus on the products of the approach in terms of documentation and presentation of study findings, 

design implications, and prototypes.  

We present practical configurations in the context of scientific research organized in projects which is 

the default format in public funding nowadays (see Randall et al, in this volume). We discuss the 

impact of such contextual patterns on the application of Grounded Design with the aim of developing 

the approach. Finally, we propose a set of criteria for judging the qualitative research results in 

general and Design Case Studies in particular. In the following sections we highlight some 

organizational characteristics of the above-presented analysis of the design case studies conducted in 

the projects ‘Landmarke’ and ‘Koordinator’. 

 Historicity in Lines of Research 
The research projects presented  above form part of a sequence of at least 4 projects in the context 

of first responding and firefighting. The first project in this context (wearIT@work, founded by the 

European Union in the 6th framework program, (Michael Lawo, 2004)) started in 2004 and followed a 

human centered design approach by trying to introduce a given technology into an already existing 

practice. Driven by experiences made in technology evaluation workshops in ‘wearIT@work’, parts of 

the research team developed an alternative approach for designing ubiquitous computing support 

for reconnaissance missions in burning buildings. In 2008 the team were awarded 3 years of funding 

to follow that approach in the context of the project ‘Landmarke’ ("Landmarke Projekt," 2011). In 

2011,  motivated by questions raised in the course of the ‘Landmarke’ project, newly joined team 

members solicited 3 years of funding for the project ‘Koordinator’. Each of these externally funded 

projects consisted mainly of one design case study which again had different motivations, objectives, 

challenges, and partners. However, the shape of each project and the resulting design case studies 

were mainly determined by the results achieved, experiences made, and questions raised by its 

predecessor. This is probably the case of a rather successful establishment of a coherent line of 

research in an environment strongly driven by external funding. This is however, an ex-post 

perspective – since each project had to be acquired in a competitive manner, it is not particularly 

easy to establish a long term research agenda. 

The Grounded Design approach described in (Wulf et al., 2011; Wulf et al., 2015) and (Rohde et al., 

2016) implies the isolated coexistence of well documented design case studies which form the basis 



 

 

for meta-analysis at a higher level. Actually, in the context of a longer line of consecutive research 

efforts which may fill the timespan of a decade, there is often a historicity in developing design 

concepts in related fields of application carried out in a context of overlapping generations of 

researcher, overlapping constellations of project partners, and overlapping project durations.  

 Accumulation of Knowledge 
The historicity of (partly) consecutive design case studies is an important factor for comparative 

analysis. Beside the opportunity to generate knowledge by analyzing design case studies across 

different domains and fields, there is also an accumulation of knowledge within a ‘track’ of 

chronologically conducted design case studies. This implicit accumulation should be made more 

explicit to sensitize researchers for the assumptions made by others in the past which may guide 

their own course of action or even dominate it. To highlight this aspect, Figure 2 should be 

complemented with a time dimension, as sketched in Figure 9. In addition, the implicit flow of 

knowledge between consecutive design case studies should be made visible. 

Figure 9 Introducing time as a dimension in Gounded Design 

 Personal (Dis-)Continuity 
The focus on the appropriation phenomena is an important and unique feature of the Grounded 

Design approach. Appropriation takes time and usually takes place when the pre-study in the 

consecutive design case study has already begun. From our experience, the appropriation of artifacts 

from prior design case studies often influences the pre-studies of the following ones, especially when 

there is an overlap of participating researchers or partners in the field of application. This personal 

continuity has both advantages and disadvantages. Knowledge from the past can be assumed and 

time for the re-contextualization of new participants can be saved. On the other hand, if both 

researchers and actors in the field take part in design case studies over a span of multiple design case 

studies, their open-mindedness could ease with the time. It is also observable that actors begin to 

develop their own hidden agenda which they also try to enforce. 

Academia is a working context with an (intentional) fluctuation of personnel. Working on design case 

studies in projects goes in parallel with the typical young researchers’ qualification goal of reaching 

an MA or PhD degree. This being so, there is often not enough time left to explicate, document and 

analyze design-relevant insights beyond writing traditional academic publications (see Stevens et al, 

in this volume). However, without personal continuity, the tacit knowledge passed on by overlapping 

generations of actors tends to get lost. 
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 Architectural Heritage 
Design case studies as a central element of the Grounded Design approach are focused on the design 

of IT artifacts including hardware and software. In the context of a series of consecutive design case 

studies, software and hardware developers tend to reuse existing artifacts and try to extend them 

with additional features. As an example, in the ‘Landmarke’ project the participating firefighters 

appropriated the introduced colour beacons to encode messages in a sequence of colour changes to 

use the navigation support features of the electronic wedges for communication purposes, especially 

in those situations where the voice-over-radio was not available. In the following ‘Koordinator’ 

project, the technical infrastructure was kept and extended by a dedicated communication feature. 

This approach had many advantages but also many disadvantages. In later phases of the 

‘Koordinator’ project, the navigation and orientation features have been partly abandoned, the 

technological infrastructure of the ad-hoc deployable nodes was retained unchanged. Only after a 

dedicated reflection of suitable and available technologies for the communication use case did this 

un-reflected architectural heritage become visible. 

 Barriers of Appropriation 
Firefighting is a safety-critical and highly regulated domain. It was therefore not possible to observe 

the appropriation of the designed and introduced artifacts in real fire incidents. The quality of the 

technical artifacts was sufficient to use them in training missions under realistic conditions but the 

missing certifications and the high standards regarding the robustness of official firefighting 

equipment hindered observation of long term appropriation phenomena. Such limitations should be 

considered at the beginning of a design case study and reflected later on. There may be other 

domains with similar limitations, like policing tactics, medical contexts, geriatric nursing etc. Crisis 

management is an example whereby the infrequence of usage hinders the appropriation of 

introduced artifacts. For each case the responsible researcher has to consider alternative ways of 

investigating artifact appropriation. In the context of the ‘Koordinator’ design case study we ran – in 

addition to a large number of realistic training missions – several workshops to recall real fire 

incidents from the past to create and document so-called ‘what-if-I-had-this-artifact’-scenarios which 

turned out to be very useful in filling the appropriation gap. 

5 Conclusion 
As discussed in this volume, common formats of scientific publication are journal papers and 

conference contributions. Text-based publication media with its hard constraints of paper-based 

printing, and with its common limitations regarding the extent of each contribution, does not 

support the documentation of design case studies very well, especially with regard to the criteria for 

qualitative research usually accepted. Thus contributing to the IS, HCI or CSCW knowledge base by 

documenting complete Design Case Studies can be challenging with regard to the current dominant 

scientific documentation culture. The documentation of complete design case studies in such 

scientific formats, it transpires, is challenging with regard to the epistemological assumptions and 

expectations of the communities we address. Due to epistemological differences and cultural 

mismatches, reviewers often do not appreciate an in-depth analysis of existing practices as a starting 

point for the articulation of research questions or as grounding for the design of interactive systems. 

One reason for conflicts in this area could be e.g. the lack of technological novelty due to the focus 

on identifying and addressing practical problems. A related way of documenting existing practices 

with the purpose of informing design is shown by (Denef et al., 2011). They propose the 

identification of patterns derived from ethnographic studies of a domain practice as a way to ground 

design. The questions of “What could work?”, “How well does it work?” and “Why does it work?” still 

remain unanswered due to the lack of concrete appropriable artifacts. Here, we provide both a 

summary of several concluded Design Case Studies and a synthesizing comparative analysis. 



 

 

In order to make meaningful use of this type of design knowledge base in future design cases, it is 

necessary to acknowledge the unescapable fact that social practices in organizations widely differ in 

each case. Design and appropriation ideas and procedures working in one social context therefore 

need not be successful in another social context. Frequently, even the underlying problems of 

existing, but dissatisfying, social practices are not obvious and often need first to be disclosed by 

extensive observation and analysis to be able to envisage suitable measures for improving the 

efficiency of the practices or to make use of knowledge from other cases. In this respect, the 

Grounded Design approach goes beyond action design research as proposed by Sein, Henfridsson, 

Purao, Rossi, and Lindgren (2011), as it avoids addressing a typified problem class in early stages of 

the intervention. 

Similarly, with its emphasis on evolutionary design and knowledge formation procedures, the 

Grounded Design approach is closely related to Multi-grounded Design (Goldkuhl & Lind, 2010) and 

Soft Design Science Methodology (Baskerville, Pries-Heje, & Venable, 2009). However, due to the 

contingency of creative design and appropriation processes, we challenge the transferability of 

design solutions as the a priori determination of a class of artifacts offering solutions to a problem 

class is normally not possible. We therefore accept the necessity of building the transfer of 

knowledge on previously completed conceptual reconstructions of design cases as specific solutions 

to specific social practices in the form of design case studies. Based on detected similarities, such 

knowledge can guide the new design efforts. 

Relevant research communities - IS, CSCW, HCI, etc. – are currently bound by specific formats for the 

presentation and publication of results This mitigates against the documentation and presentation of 

complete design case studies. Gaver and Bowers (2012) propose an interesting approach on how to 

share the genesis of an artifact in a particular design context within an interested community. To 

unfold the potential of the Grounded Design approach, scientific communities involved in design 

processes need to develop alternative holistic formats for the publication of design-centered 

research process outcomes to enable others to reconstruct the design path including the back tracing 

of relevant crossroads and the abandoned routes. Recipients of such contents need navigation 

support to benefit from the results and experiences shared by others. During the application of the 

Grounded Design approach, researches have to keep the documentation of pre-study, design and 

appropriation in mind. Vice versa, minimum standards and criteria regarding the quality of such a 

documentation would improve the reflection of the design case study later on. 
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